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Why is searching for office space such a painstaking process?
Simple…You’re doing it wrong!

The first thing we tell businesses looking for space is this: Just like money that grows on trees, the
notion that only the perfect office will do is a myth.
In fact, searching for the perfect space actually hurts most businesses as they waste time, money and
morale hunting for a needle in a hay stack. Not only is it rare that you end up locking in a space that
encompasses everything on your list, but the obsession with the perfect physical space often means
you fail to evaluate factors that are more vital to the livelihood of your business including:
•

The flexibility to expand or contract in team size

•

The cost of unused space that sits idle until you’re ready to grow into it

•

Sizable deposits that eat up your available cash (9-12 months of rent!)

When we talk about changing mindset — it’s about weighing your options and choosing to focus on
the factors that impact your business the most.
If you’ve got all the time and resources in the world to hunt for the perfect physical space... by all
means, give it a go... but in that case, it’s fair to say this guide is not for you.
If you’re interested in how to make office space work for you—not against you!— then keep reading
and we’ll show you what’s really worth focusing on in your hunt for space so you can get back to what
matters: growing your business.
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Tip #1: Make a list of must haves….and then make it again.
Be honest about what you and your team need to run your business and maintain a company culture, but
don’t lose sight of the big picture.
Your first list of must haves might look like this:
Private
Next to public transportation
Room for large growth
Natural light
Kitchen
Wifi/furniture/conference rooms
Ability to create own culture
Ability to design space
Your second list should look more like this:
Next to public transportation
Natural light
Kitchen
Wifi/furniture/conference rooms
Ability to create own culture
Why the change? What you really need is a space where your business and your team can thrive. Here’s a
Private Think about what private really means to you. Do you need your own space to facilitate business
or could teaming up with another company actually help with your team’s energy?
Room for large growth With the option to book a shared space, or share your own idle space, you won’t
have to make risky bets on future growth projections. Look for space that works for today and we’ll make
sure you have the flexibility to grow and change as needed.
Ability to design space Sure, creating the next Google Campus would be awesome, but is that really what
once the paint drys.
This is a nice to have, sure. But with all the meal and alcohol delivery
services out there, you may want to rethink how impactful this really is.

Tip #2: Go on a touring rampage… and timebox it to 1-2 weeks.
You know the adage “work expands to fill the time available”? Well, it’s true for an office space search too.
With your newly minted “must have” list in hand, explore as many options as you can in a short time period.
You know what you really need now, so use your “must have” have list to your advantage.
Why do we say “rampage”? PivotDesk guests who tour 5 or more host offices have an 80% higher chance
of booking space within 30 days.
Tip #3: Communication is key.
Tours are your chance to ask the tough questions and find out if a host is going to be the right match for
your business.
Here are some questions we recommend asking during your tour:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the office noise level typically like?
Are we welcome to bring clients/guests into the shared space?
Do we have access to amenities? If so, which?
Do we have access to existing supplies (printer paper, snacks, coffee)?
Is there room for us to add storage/bookcases etc?
What’s your process for scheduling/sharing conference rooms?
What type of hours does the host team keep?
Is there 24 hour access to the building?

Tip #4: Be direct.
Once you’ve found the host space that’s right for your team, don’t be afraid to follow up and express your
interest in booking. If your team and the host are a good match, hosts will be eager to invite you to book
space. However, we highly recommend taking ownership of the conversation by following up immediately
after your tour.
Below is a template that keeps you in the driver’s seat. It will a) push the conversation forward and b) inject
a bit of urgency to ensure the host moves at your pace.
Hi [host name],
Thanks for your time [day of tour]. I really enjoyed seeing the space!
We’re looking at a few additional spaces this week, but I’d like to get some information on next steps—can
you let me know what I will need to do to complete the booking process with your company?
Thanks!
[your name]

Tip #5: Don’t get locked in.
If there’s one thing we know about traditional commercial real estate, it’s that it’s made up of risky long-term
commitments.
At PivotDesk, we pride ourselves on our month-to-month terms and providing flexible space that grows
as you grow. But traditional leases and subleases will not. Be sure to inquire about the following upfront
so you can properly evaluate the commitment you’re about to make against the growth trajectory of your
business:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cash deposit (often between 9 and 12 months of rent!)
Length of lease
Option to sublease unused space
Early termination penalties

Tip #6: Stuck? Ask for help!
If you need help booking PivotDesk space or simply want to see some additional options, you can always
get in touch with a PivotDesk representative at support@pivotdesk.com.
Most coworking and office suite companies will be happy to assist you with your search as well.
And if you need a more traditional solution, we’re happy to introduce you to a commercial real estate
professional you can trust—we work with tons of them!
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